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Products
Notable wireless introductions.

Lectrosonics L Series

Lectrosonics has three new products in its L Series ‘Large
Bandwidth’ line of wireless microphones. The L Series units all
share a wide tuning range of three standard Lectrosonics blocks,
or 67.5 to 76.8 MHz, depending on the specific frequency band,
and employ Lectrosonics’ Digital Hybrid Wireless technology
for compander-free audio along with compatibility modes for
interoperability with older analogue systems. The new L Series
product group consists of the LMb and LT beltpack transmitters
and the LR miniature receiver.
The LMb is the successor in Lectrosonics’ line of economical
beltpack transmitters and features an all-metal housing, wire
belt clip, 50mW of RF power, 25 or 100kHz tuning steps and an
integrated multifunction switch with menu-selectable modes.
Like the LMb, the LT transmitter features 25 or 100kHz tuning
steps (yielding up to 3,072 selectable frequencies), an integrated
multifunction switch with menu-selectable modes and a graphic
LCD and membrane switch panel plus IR synch port.
The ultra-compact LR receiver can be used with DSLR and other
compact HD cameras. The wide tuning bandwidth with tracking
front-end filters provides plenty of flexibility and tuning steps are
user selectable at 25 or 100kHz. Compatibility modes enable the
LR to operate with older analogue transmitters and dual antenna
diversity improves range and resistance to dropouts. The RF
spectrum analyser and Lectrosonics’ SmartTune capability make
quick work of finding clean frequencies on site.
www.lectrosonics.com

MicW head-worn mic
The head-worn omnidirectional
H825 is designed for applications
such as broadcast narration, live
and stage performances, and other
requirements for a head-worn
microphone with noise rejection
and a natural-sounding frequency
response.
With optional adapters, the
microphone can be used with most
manufacturer’s wireless beltpack system.
www.micwaudio.com

Earthworks head
Line 6’s V75-40V is a wireless microphone/transmitter
that combines Line 6 digital wireless technology with the
Earthworks WL40V hypercardioid capsule. It is designed to be
uses with Line 6 XD-V75 systems.
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A-T System 10
Audio -Technica’s
System 10 wireless
offers reliability and
ease of use at an
economical price
point. Operating in
the 2.4GHz range, it
offers instantaneous
channel selection, sync and set-up. Up to eight channels may
be used together without frequency coordination problems or
group selection issues.
System 10 provides three levels of diversity assurance:
frequency, time, and space. The single-channel System 10
includes the ATW-R1100 single-channel receiver and either a
body-pack transmitter or handheld microphone/transmitter. The
ATW-R1100 is a diversity digital receiver offering volume control
along with AF Peak and Pair indicator lights.
Inspired by Audio-Technica’s BP892 MicroSet, the headworn
BP894 features a rotating capsule housing with talk-side indicator
for use on either ear and allows the cardioid capsule to be aimed
directly at the sound source.
www.eu.audio-technica.com

Sennheiser Digital 9000
Sennheiser’s Digital
9000 digital wireless
system can transmit
uncompressed
audio and targets
broadcast, theatres
and high-profile live
audio events with
what the manufacturer believes sets a new benchmark in digital
wireless transmission. The system includes the EM 9046 receiver,
SKM 9000 handheld and SK 9000 bodypack transmitters plus a
suite of accessories.
The system has two transmission modes — High Definition
(HD) mode transmits uncompressed, artefact-free audio while
the Long Range (LR) mode ensures maximum range with
a proprietary Sennheiser digital audio codec that ensures
audio quality superior to that of an FM system. The receiver
automatically measures the RF cable loss between the receiver
and the booster and adjusts the gain accordingly. A large display
with controls is at the heart of the EM 9046 receiver. Three display
modes ensure that the RF or sound engineer has an optimum
overview of important parameters in live situations and can
change settings quickly via an icon-based menu. Channels can
be monitored via the headphone output, either individually or
any number can be listened to combined.
The modular EM 9046 receiver is a mainframe that
accommodates up to eight receivers and covers the UHF range
from 470 to 798MHz (328MHz bandwidth). The user can choose
between transformer-balanced analogue or digital AES3 audio
output modules, or a mixture of both.
System set-up is facilitated by a graphical spectrum analyser
to scan the RF landscape, and an RF level recorder for checking
reception and optimising antenna positions. The receiver will
also suggest the best transmission mode for the environment
being worked in, and will automatically set an appropriate gain to
counteract RF cable losses. The system’s antenna boosters can be
controlled via the receiver, which is helpful for installations with
remote antenna positions.
Sennheiser has announced its support for Dante networking.
The first product to make use of the technology will be the
Digital 9000. A Dante-enabled expansion card for the receiver
will be launched in summer 2014.
Sennheiser has sold some 10 million wired and wireless
evolution microphones since the range was launched in 1998.
Designed to withstand the rigours of live performance the series
strikes a balance between affordability, sound quality and high
build quality.
The evolution solution and product revolution came about
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through the German manufacture of high-quality microphones
in a fully-automated production process. This represented a
major financial and technical risk for Sennheiser because such
a production line had not been built before. The company’s
willingness to take a risk paid off and the range caught on.
In 2003, the first premium evolution 900 models were added
to the series and started a new tradition of testing microphones
from the outset in the environment in which they are actually
used. The 900 series has become well-known with bands and
sound engineers and the sound of the 935 capsule is particularly
popular and lent its sound signature to the MD 5235 capsule,
which was designed for the top-end wireless SKM 5200
microphone.
Wireless Systems
Manager 4.0 assists
users in setting up
and coordinating
the frequencies
of wireless
microphones and
personal monitors
by having the most important parameters handily displayed on
a single screen. Frequency management is simpler — whether
you are working with an evolution wireless set or a Digital 9000
system. The software also gives a detailed overview of the
spectrum, of blocked channels, of the devices to be integrated
into the set-up and of the reliability of selected frequencies.
Users can now import lists with their licensed frequencies,
which the software will use for planning the wireless set-up.
Spectrum scans can also be imported, enabling RF engineers
to plan off-site in advance of any event. All planning data can be
exported and saved or emailed. The Wireless Systems Manager
displays the entire data of all controlled devices, and the spectrum
scan is included on this screen. There’s also a new algorithm for
frequency calculation.
www.sennheiser.com

Sony digital wireless
Sony Professional has updated
its DWX-Series digital wireless
microphone system for live
broadcast, theatre, opera,
and the TV-studio. It combines
digital technologies, analogue
microphone exper tise,
wireless audio transmission
technologies, and a reputation for stability.
Sony has added the DWR-R02D 19-inch receiver and the DVM02 handheld mic with the flexibility to use different microphone
heads. Wireless Studio 3.0 allows users to control the DWXSeries receiver and transmitter through cross remote. Sony has
introduced the ECM-MS2 and ECM-FT5 microphones. The ECMFT5 flat type microphone comes with a metal water-resistant
design, while the ECM-MS2 short stereo microphone combines
high sound quality with a durable metal body.
The digital wireless microphone system transmits and receives
24-bit/48kHz in a specific frequency bandwidth. Using Sony’s
original codec, the system delivers a dynamic range of more than
106dB, a frequency response of 20Hz to 22kHz, and ‘excellent’
transient response.
The DWX-Series enables stable wireless transmission that
is tolerant of unwanted interference. In addition, the system
transmits and receives digitally modulated and encrypted data
to minimise the risk of interception, providing highly secure
transmission and reception.
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DPA d:screet
DPA Microphones has introduced the d:screet omni miniature
necklace mic, the heavy-duty d:screet 4060 and 4061 omni
miniature mics, and the classic d:screet omni miniature mics
with reinforced cable relief. The d:fine 66 and 88 headset mics are
said to be ideal for broadcast productions with vocal performers
who need to move freely. With a contemporary look and feel,
the mics carry on the sound capabilities of the microphone
capsules from the
classic 4066 and
4088, and the
features of the
modern d:f ine
mechanics, such
as an advanced
headset mount
and flexible ear
hooks.
Suited to
live music
broadcasting,
DPA’s d:facto II vocal microphone offers a natural sound, high
separation and high SPL handling. In addition to use with the

the receiver. WMS420
includes the SR420
UHF stationar y
receiver with
two external,
detachable
antennas
on the rear side
and BNC connectors at standard 50ohms.
The HT420 handheld transmitter’s and PT420 pocket
transmitter’s charging contacts, like the AKG WMS470, are
compatible with the AKG CU400 charging station.

Shure QLX-D digital
Shure’s QLX-D digital wireless system offers 24-bit audio,
networked control and compatibility with Shure’s
intelligent rechargeable battery technology. The system’s
automatic channel scan and IR sync make finding and

assigning an open frequency easy.
‘It has outstanding spectrum efficiency and frequency
bands covering up to 72MHz, allowing QLX-D users to operate
more channels on-air than with any other wireless system
in its class,’ said Erik Vaveris, Wireless Category Director at
Shure. ‘QLX-D uses the same technology as our high end
digital wireless systems in a more affordable package with a
streamlined feature set.’
AES-256 encryption is standard and can be enabled
for secure wireless transmission. QLX-D works
with networking tools, including Shure Wireless
Wo r k b e n ch 6 co nt ro l
software, third-party
control (AMX/Crestron),
and iOS devices for
control and monitoring
w i th th e Shu re Plus
Channels mobile app.

Post-Apocalypse
Cooking Show

new wired DPA handle, d:facto II has the added benefit of an
adapter system that allows integration with many professional
wireless systems.
‘We are extremely proud to have developed an ingenious
adapter range that brings the true DPA sound out of a wireless
system,’ said Christian Poulsen, CEO of DPA Microphones. ‘The
wireless systems currently available deliver very limited power
to drive the capsule, so getting the sound quality we wanted was
nearly impossible. We had to be creative and put a huge amount
of work and thought into the electronic circuit of the adapter
solution. We wanted to make the best vocal microphone on the
market, and with the d:facto we have reached this goal.’
www.dpamicrophones.com

AKG DMSTetrad

AKG’s DMSTetrad digital license-free wireless system claims
uncompressed audio transmission, superior RF performance
and 128-bit AES standard encryption. It has an integrated
4-channel mixer and an antenna front mount kit. With 24-bit,
48kHz audio coding it provides uncompressed transmission while
DMSTetrad’s 128-bit AES standard encryption prevents tapping
of the audio signal.
The system features the DSRTetrad Digital Stationary Receiver,
the DPTTetrad Digital Pocket Transmitter and the DHTTetrad
Digital Handheld Transmitter, available with AKG’s D5 acoustics
or as DHTTetrad P5 with standard dynamic capsule. Two sets are
available, the DMSTetrad Vocal Set including the DHTTetrad P5 and
the DMSTetrad Performer Set including the DPTTetrad together
with a C111 L earhook microphone and the MKG L instrument cable.
AKG’s WMS420 is a single-channel wireless system designed
for smaller venues. Customers can select from four specialised
product packages: Vocal Set with AKG D5 handheld microphone,
Headworn Set with AKG C555L, Lavalier Set with AKG C417 and
Instrument Set with AKG MKG L cable.
WMS420 is designed for ease of use and rack installation is quick
with its detachable extended antennas that attach to the back of
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« Scan here and find out for yourself.
www.lectrosonics.com/europe
Made in the USA by a Bunch of Fanatics.
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Radio mics
explained
The world of wireless mics is full of terms and technology,
Audio-Technica’s LOGAN HELPS looks at the topics of
frequency spectrum, system types, licensing and the future.

W

e use radio wireless transmission for many applications such as
TV, satellite, radio, mobile phones, WIFI internet, car door fobs
and even for wireless microphones. This article will cover the
basics of radio microphone technology and explain the terms that

are used.
Wireless transmissions originated in 1873 with the theory of sending
electromagnetic signals through free space by James Clerk Maxwell. In
1880 David Edward Hughes performed the first experiments and, in 1888,
Heinrich Rudolf Hertz proved that signals could be sent over distance.
The first licensed commercial radio station was KDKA in Pittsburgh in
1920. The first wireless radio microphones were available in 1945 as a
hobbyist kit that would transmit a voice to a radio. The first commercially
available wireless microphone was Vagabond from Shure in 1953, which
could transmit 4.6m.
VHF — Very High Frequency (VHF) wireless covers the 30-300MHz
spectrum. In the UK we use 173-175MHz as these frequencies do not require a
licence for wireless microphones. VHF products from around the world require
a special licence to be used in the UK and could possibly be illegal. The benefit
of VHF is the signal wavelengths are very long, at around 1.7 metres, making
them relatively good for going through walls and thus requiring less line of
sight — similar to a 200Hz bass signal. The big drawbacks are that only three
systems can be used together and that the audio quality is restricted due to
the signal width or ‘deviation’ only being +/-15kHz, which is relatively small
compared to UHF.
UHF — Ultra High Frequency (UHF) wireless covers the 470-865MHz
spectrum. In the UK, parts of the spectrum require a licence and some do not
(more on this later). The main benefit of UHF is that you can use well over
50 channels together at the same time, if correctly planned. In addition, the
signal width or ‘deviation’ can be +/-56kHz offering high quality audio. The
drawback of UHF is that the wavelengths are between 35-63cm and generally
require a clear line of sight. Moreover, for extending antenna positions the
cable needs to be higher quality to minimise signal loss.
Digital 2.4GHz — Digital wireless systems can use many different
frequency bands including the UHF band. The most common digital wireless
systems use 2.4GHz; this is licence-free across the globe. Unfortunately, it is
also used by a variety of other equipment such as WiFi internet, BlueTooth,
baby monitors and many consumer products. In a busier environment, it
is harder to use more systems together. For a solid system, four channels
will work well together in most environments. The benefit of using digital
is that the audio does not require any ‘companding’/audio processing. A
drawback is that the transmission distance is generally shorter than traditional
UHF systems.
Compander — Wireless transmissions are restricted by law to a certain
width. VHF signals can ‘deviate’ +/-15kHz and UHF frequencies can deviate
+/-56kHz. To get better audio quality while being efficient with the spectrum,
wireless microphones use companding. This is similar to Zip files on a computer
in that they compresses the data, thus saving space. A compander is part
compressor and part expander. The audio is compressed within the transmitter
and the compressed signal is then transmitted. The audio is expanded in the
receiver reducing the noise floor and expanding the dynamic range.
To make companding work correctly the algorithms and circuitry need
to be matched to stop
audio artefacts being
introduced to the
sound. This is one of the
reasons why mixing
different transmitters
and receivers from
manufacturers — or
even ranges from the
same manufacturer —
is a bad idea.
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Audio-Technica built on this process with its 4000 and 5000 Artist
Elite Wireless System by adding a multiband compander with additional
processes. The audio signal is split through a crossover: audio below 500Hz
is compressed for the lower frequencies; audio above 500Hz is compressed
for the mid and high frequencies. The two compressed signals are then mixed
and transmitted, the receiver splits the audio through the same crossover with
both signals being expanded individually. The benefit of a dual compander is
the audio clarity as it provides a superior noise floor and extra dynamic range
for both audio bands.
Squelch — Squelch is
an audio gate built into the
wireless receiver to stop
background interference
being heard through the
system. Take, for example,
an old radio which you
can hand tune, as you turn the dial you will hear static sound similar to white
noise. On a wireless system, when there is no transmitter switched on, we
would also hear static noise. The squelch audio gate stops the static noise
coming through the system. Once a wireless mic signal is present, the squelch
un-mutes the audio output. Squelch has a threshold setting; if it is set high,
this reduces the range of the wireless signal, as weaker, more distant signals
will be seen as interference.
‘Tone lock’ or ‘pilot tone’ squelch takes this idea and builds upon it. The
transmitter adds a special frequency onto the transmission as a kind of key.
For instance, on the Audio-Technica 3000b series system, there is a 32.8kHz
tone on the transmitters. The receiver’s squelch audio gate will only open
when the signal has the special frequency present.
Antenna Diversity — When someone speaks in a room we hear the voice
and we also hear the reflections in the room. As waves of energy travel though
space they oscillate up and down and this is the same for audio sound waves as
it is for the MHz waves used for wireless transmissions. Reflections in audio can
interfere with the clarity of the voice we hear depending on how far we are from
the source. With wireless signals, the receiver picks up the signal but it also picks
up reflections of a signal. If the direct signal is picked up by the receiver on the
‘up’ part of the oscillation at the same time as receiving the ‘down’ oscillation of
a reflected signal (1-1=0) we lose the signal transmission (a drop out).

If the receiver has two antennas the reflections will be different on each
antenna and we can avoid loss of transmission. This is also known as space
diversity as you are covering two separate spaces with the antenna. You need
to keep your antennas within a few metres of each other; if they are separated
over large distances you lose the benefit of diversity.
There are two main styles of diversity. The first is switching diversity, which
is popular on current VHF systems and the cheaper wireless microphones
because it costs less to make. Switching diversity uses an antenna switcher
and a single RF tuner. When the first antenna loses signal the system will
try the second antenna. This switching can be audible on cheaper systems.
The switching is slow and should not happen very often. If the system is
changing between antenna A and antenna B continually you may want to
relocate the receiver to a different
position with better line of sight or
further away from reflections from
walls.
True diversity uses two RF tuners
that monitor the signal on both
antennas at the same time and select
the best signal. True diversity also
has the benefit of silent switching;
the switching should happen very
regularly. However, using two RF
tuners is more expensive.
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Frequency Diversity — On some systems, like AudioTechnica’s System 10 and Shure’s Axient, the transmitters send the
signal on two different frequencies at the same time. This gives the
receiver multiple options; if there is a problem with one frequency
it has a backup available to use if there are dropouts.
Time Diversity — In
Audio-Technica’s digital
System 10 the transmitter
sends the data in packets.
Using time diversity, the
transmitter sends the data
twice in a row. The digital
receiver can then use the
first packet or it has a backup of the data in the second packet
if there is a problem.
Wireless Sync — Another relatively new feature added to
wireless systems is a wireless sync option. With some systems you can select the frequency on your
receiver and, by holding a sync button, transmit this information to the transmitter. Audio-Technica’s
System 10 takes this a step further as it scans for its own frequency. The transmitter and receiver only
need to be synced together once and the frequencies will change together on the fly.
Antenna design — Most wireless systems come with a half-wave or quarter wave antenna
sometimes called a stick antenna. The antenna size and length is tuned to the frequency range to
improve reception. To help keep the length down, the half wave antenna is folded over; a quarter wave
antenna is folded twice. This antenna is designed to pick up the signal from all directions.
There are many other antenna designs. A ground plane antenna picks up signals in a donut coverage
pattern, a Yagi antenna is very directional and is mainly seen on house roofs for a TV antenna, while a
Helical antenna uses a coil spiral shape.
The most common upgrade is a Log Periodic Dipole Array antenna, also known as a paddle antenna,
like the ATW-A49. The main benefits are a solid durable design and an increased sensitivity that doubles
the transmission distance of the wireless system. Another benefit is that it will reject signals from behind
the antenna; this can be very useful when mounting on walls as we can go some way to rejecting the
reflected signals that can cause dropouts as explained in the diversity section. Additionally, if you are
very close to a strong TV transmitter in the local area, you can mount the paddle antenna facing away
to reduce interference.
Licensing — In the UK most wireless is
used in the UHF spectrum, each 8MHz band
is split into a TV channel, this comes from the
old analogue TV channel transmissions. For
licensing, there are three different options: no
license, a shared license and a coordinated
license.
No License — To use UHF wireless
without a license, the system must run within
863-865MHz — this is part of TV channel
70. Generally, you can use up to four systems
together in the range. Unfortunately for the
user, there is no legal protection against
interference in this band from other users or
from any of the consumer electronics using
the same frequency, such as baby monitors and wireless speakers.
Shared License — Most common now is the use of a shared licence covering TV channel 38, 606614MHz. A channel 38 shared licence is priced at £75 and can easily be booked online with Arqiva,
who used to be known as JFMG. You can use up to ten systems in channel 38 together. The licence
covers the whole of the UK, making it great for rental, touring companies, ENG or music bands. As the
frequencies are for professional users only, there is much less risk of interference. However, as the name
suggests, it is shared with other users so there is still some risk of interference.
Coordinated License — If you require the best protection from interference — more than ten systems
or the systems will stay in the same location — a coordinated licence is the best option. The coordinated
licence covers your location and means the frequencies are set aside for your personal use. Again, this
is booked though Arqiva at a yearly cost of £28 per system with discounts for multiple systems. There
are also short-term 48-hour licences available. It is called coordinated because it is coordinated with the
TV transmissions across the country. TV channel 21-30, 39-60 may be available in your area. To find
the best frequency to use you should contact the wireless manufacture or Arqiva before you purchase
the wireless system, as different systems are available in different ranges.
The Future — Within the last five years, wireless microphones could also use TV channels 61-69.
However, this spectrum was recently set-aside for mobile phone operators who now use it for 4G. On
a European level, there are more discussions regarding spectrum allocation. It may mean more of the
spectrum will be allocated for mobiles and other devices in the future. More information on this subject
can be found at BEIRG.co.uk.
White space devices are now regularly being discussed. These could be consumer products for local,
low-power networking that could scan and use any available white space (unused spectrum) in the
area. Unfortunately for wireless microphone users, this will bring a real danger of interference, making
it vital to license your microphones. The ability to keep using spectrum and the future of our industry
genuinely depends upon it. n
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T

hey are everywhere. Sometimes you see them, sometimes you don’t,
but they are out there -– and in huge numbers. No, not some mutant
extraterrestrial but the humble wireless microphone, enabling users to
deliver their message, in whatever form that takes, without being tethered
by a length of copper. From a single tie clip lavalier employed by a university
lecturer to the complex multichannel systems deployed on productions such
as Eurovision, wireless systems have become an integral part of life for users
and, although they may not be aware of the technology involved, consumers
of content. When the population of the UK sits down to watch the final of
X-Factor, are they aware that upwards of one hundred channels of painstakingly
managed wireless audio links are being used to deliver the production? No, of
course they are not. The job of the RF (Radio Frequency) crew is to ensure
the public receives a flawless production, devoid of audio glitches, despite the
challenges that running this number of RF links on a live TV broadcast throws
up. To date, our industry’s collective success across all manner of types of
production has been noteworthy, and the UK is a key producer of top quality
content that is exported globally. However, there are threats on the horizon that
may compromise our ability to continue using wireless tools in the future.
A brief history — It’s hard to imagine in today’s UK wireless world, but
roll back to 1985 and only three organisations were ‘officially’ allowed to
operate wireless microphones — the BBC, ITV and the General Post Office. It
was the deployment of wireless mic systems on the original staging of Andrew
Lloyd Webber’s production of Starlight Express that opened up the doors for
the wider deployment of wireless. Rehearsals had gone reasonably well given
that commercially available wireless microphone technology had ‘some way
to travel’ in particular where the deployment of multichannel systems was
concerned. Come opening night a certain broadcaster turned up to cover the
event and managed to knock out many of the systems that were being used
for the performance. Chaos ensued on the night but the positive to come out of
all of this was that negotiations were started with the authorities to ‘open up
the airwaves’, laying a path for the access to spectrum (frequencies) that we
currently enjoy.
Over time, the market for wireless microphones just grew and grew. Initially,
certain wired microphone manufacturers were reluctant to enter the fray,
stating that the complex and varied regulatory global environment made the
business too difficult. However, sales of OEM microphone capsules to smaller
manufacturers, who were prepared to take the plunge, soon demonstrated
the potential size of the market and by the mid-90s pretty much all major
microphone manufacturers had wireless offerings.
Some Dos and Don’ts — Over the years, there have been certain questions
and queries that have had a habit of reoccurring and here are a few of them.
Can I use two transmitters with just one receiver? No. With wireless
microphones, a dedicated transmitter and receiver are required for each wireless
audio link. Furthermore, as the channel count (number of wireless audio links)
increases, with analogue wireless systems (probably 99.9% of all wireless
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Radio, live
transmission
These are exciting times for wireless mic system applications.
ALAN MARCH, from Sennheiser UK, gives hints, tips and a word of warning.
equipment currently in the market) careful calculations need to be performed
to ensure that the wireless links do not interfere with each other. This type of
interference, also known as intermodulation, can be caused by the additional
‘spikes’ that are generated either side of the main carrier frequency for a given
link. If one of these spikes coincides with another frequency that is being used
to deliver another audio link, then interference to the second carrier will occur.
Fortunately, most, if not all manufacturers, group frequencies into ‘banks’ of
compatible (non-selfinterfering) frequencies. Consequently, when deploying
multichannel systems, users are strongly advised to stick to the frequencies in
given banks to avoid intermodulation problems.
The situation is somewhat different with in-ear monitor systems. In this
case, one transmitter can serve as many receivers as can be fitted into the
transmitter’s coverage range. A second, third or fourth (the count can go on)
transmitter or transmitters are only required if different performers require a
different mix, or content. However, as the channel count increases, the same
rules with regards to intermodulation apply. Common practice is to keep any
in-ear monitor systems well away, in terms of frequencies used, from wireless
microphones. This makes things much easier from a frequency planning point
of view.
It’s all about antenna position — not receiver position. A common phone call
sounds something like this: ‘I don’t understand it. We ran all of the wireless
systems up in soundcheck and they were fine. But once all the conference
delegates (you could substitute audience, politicians, press people, here) came
into the room some of the systems started dropping out.’
One of the biggest absorbers of RF energy is water and we, as human beings,
are 90% made up of the stuff. All too often, engineers will set their wireless
systems up at the mix position at the back of the room. Consequently, when
the room fills with people, the relatively small RF output from the transmitter, in
particular with bodypack systems given their close proximity to the human body
of the presenter (also 90% water), can struggle to reach the receiver antennas
especially if those antennas are hidden away in the back of a rack. Far better
to place the antennas and receivers at the stage end of the room and run the
resulting audio back to the mix position via a balanced (or increasingly, digital)
multicore. Problem solved.
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Another common mistake is to deploy multiple
wireless microphone receivers each with their own
set of antennas. If they are all in close proximity
to each other, either stacked or in a rack, then
the antennas will, inevitably, ‘talk’ to each other
resulting in interference i.e. bad audio. It’s far
better to employ an antenna splitter and have
a single pair of remote antennas servicing all of
your receivers. Increasingly, remote directional
antennas are used to maximise the pick-up of
wanted RF signals and to minimise the pick-up of
unwanted ones.
With in-ear monitors we have a similar situation,
but in reverse. Here, for ultimate performance,
antenna combiners are used resulting in all mixes
(frequencies) being transmitted by a single antenna.
Again, directional antennas can help to concentrate
the delivery of the desired signal to a given
performance area, therefore helping to ensure that
the performers receive uninterrupted audio.
Antenna cables matter. So, you have invested
in an antenna distribution system and a nice pair
of remote directional antennas. Very good, but
these antennas now need to be connected to the
RF input of your antenna splitter. It is imperative
that good quality, low loss 50Ohm cables are used.
The cable lengths should be identical and the cable
runs should be as short as practically possible. For
RF system installations where the cable runs have
to be quite long then the use of antenna cables
with a solid core is recommended. RF boosters or
amplifiers can be useful in situations such as this
but it is important to note that they should only
ever be used to compensate for losses along the
length of a cable. Using boosters on short cable
runs is, generally, counter-productive as the RF
input stage of the receiver can be overloaded. Any
properly designed antenna system will deliver to
the RF input of each receiver the ‘normal’ signal
level that it is designed to accept. Too much RF
input level can be as problematic as too little.
In mobile deployment situations antenna cables
should be checked regularly. It’s all too common
for a flightcase to be rolled over an antenna cable
resulting in a non-visible break in the copper
conductor inside the cable sleeving. One obvious
symptom of this is RF being received from one
antenna but not from the other.
I’m still running my wireless systems in channel
69. Well, you shouldn’t be. The finite resource
that is UHF spectrum is divided up into TV bands
-– each 8MHz wide. Channel 69 (854-862MHz)
used to be the nationally available 8MHz TV
band that was available for wireless microphone
use, across the UK, subject to the user having a
shared operator’s licence. This is, emphatically,
no longer the case. Channel 38 (606-614MHz)
has been designated in the UK (but not for the
rest of Europe) as ‘the replacement channel’ for
channel 69. Indeed, all of the TV bands from
Channel 61 (starting at 790MHz) right up to
channel 69 (ending at 862MHz) are, at time of
writing, off limits for use by wireless microphones.
This is because the licences to use most, but not
all, of these frequencies have been sold to mobile
network operators so they can roll out new 4G
mobile networks. Assuming the take up of these
new services is adopted by the public then more
and more interference will be generated by the
base stations and user equipment, rendering the
operation of wireless microphone systems in these
bands impossible.
There is another reason why users should
not be operating in these bands. You would be
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breaking the law. Arqiva PMSE (Program Making
and Special Events — a generic term used to
describe our industry’s wireless activities) are
legally prevented from issuing PMSE licences for
any of the frequencies between 790MHz and
862MHz — therefore, if you use any of these
frequencies, you are an outlaw.
I don’t need a licence to run wireless
systems, right? Wrong, at least with one very
small exception. While the wireless equipment
itself needs to conform to rules, regulations and
common standards that are laid down by various
bodies and institutions, all PMSE equipment users
in the UK are subject to the Wireless Telegraphy
Act. With the exception of a very small slice of
UHF spectrum, specifically 863-865MHz, all other
frequencies between 470-790MHz need some
form of licence for the equipment to be legally
operated. It currently breaks down thus:
470-606MHz — Interleaved spectrum. A
licence is required, in simple terms, on a where,
when and for how long basis.
606-614MHz — Channel 38. A shared licence
is required. Users have to coordinate frequency use
between themselves at any given location.
614-790 MHz — Interleaved spectrum. A
licence is required, in simple terms, on a where,
when and for how long basis.
So what is interleaved spectrum? The block of
spectrum 470-790MHz (formally 470-854MHz)
is currently assigned purely for broadcasting.
Different TV bands are used in different parts
of the country to broadcast the various digital
TV multiplexes. This results in ‘holes’ or ‘whitespaces’ in the 470-790MHz block of spectrum
at any given location where certain TV bands are
not being used to broadcast TV. This is interleaved
spectrum and it’s what our industry uses to build
the big, complex multichannel systems that are
used in theatre, broadcast and many forms of
live performance. It is also recommended that
interleaved frequencies are used for permanently
installed RF systems such as those used in
schools, colleges, boardrooms, etc. For legal use of
these frequencies, a licence needs to be obtained.
The use of these frequencies without a licence
means that you are operating illegally and could
be subject to a large fine and confiscation of your
equipment.
The Future — Today there is intense pressure
on the use of all spectrum but particularly the UHF
TV bands. It is the ‘sweet spot’ that combines good
range propagation with high data capacity. No
wonder that it is being eyed, jealously, by potential
new users. We have already witnessed the sell-off of
the 800MHz band and there is a very high likelihood
that the 700MHz band (694-790MHz) will also be
assigned a co-primary allocation (broadcast and
mobile, which, in effect, will mean mobile only
given current technology) status at WRC-15 (World
Radio Conference 2015). There are also discussions
going on relating to the future of the entire 470790MHz TV band. Two organisations in particular
are doing all that they can to ensure that wireless
microphones have a future. They are BEIRG in the
UK and the APWPT globally. If you value the use
of wireless microphones and in-ear monitor systems
in the future, you are strongly encouraged to offer
your support. n
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F1 embraces RF
Broadcast coverage of F1 challenges production processes and the
use of radio mics in a traditional fashion. ANDY CLEMENTS from
Raycom explains solutions to the problems.

F

ormula One racing is recognised worldwide as the pinnacle of motorsport.
Nineteen races across the planet with annual global viewing figures of
more than 500 million, 28 million in the UK alone, poses an increasingly
complex challenge for programme makers. The year-on-year technical
advances on the track are matched by an increasing demand from viewing fans
for improved coverage and reporting of the action. The sport is still very much
controlled by UK and Italian organisations so when Britain’s top broadcasters
looked for wire-free audio systems that could perform well in the complex F1
environment it’s no surprise that they looked to an Italian manufacturer and its
UK partner to come up with the solution.
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From its facility near
Venice, Wisycom has
established a reputation
for developing products
that solve specific problems
posed by the broadcast
market. Supported by its
UK distributor Raycom,
known for its knowledge of
RF and audio technology,
Wisycom was able to offer
the tools to get the job
done.
Possibly the foremost
issue for radio frequencybased
equipment
at
F1 events is the crowded radio spectrum. As with any sport generating
worldwide interest broadcasters from many countries are all fighting for the
available frequencies and bandwidth. In addition to this, F1 is a sport where
this competition is intensified by the participants themselves who employ
extremely high powered wire-free devices to provide complex telemetry and
communication between teams and drivers. This extra RF activity populates the
airwaves with dominant traffic like never before.
Following a worldwide tour to 19 countries requires the RF equipment to
allow a huge choice of frequency selection. A high number of users will have
their own specific demands and these will need to be catered for within the legal
requirements of the region. Fortunately Wisycom was able to bring into play one
of its key USPs, a tuning range of up to 232MHz.
Tuning range is not the only factor to consider. To perform well under heavy
RF confliction, wire-free equipment needs to be built to a standard that ensures
highly selective signal handling, in addition to robust rejection of noise and
intermodulation. F1’s long working day can also take its toll on battery life.
Wisycom has optimised the power requirements to squeeze 14-hour use from a
pair of alkaline AA batteries.
You could argue that given the difficult wire-free scenario broadcasters
should turn to wired solutions but this can exacerbate the other major problems
pertinent to the F1 circus. First, space to move freely is at a premium — any
presenter or camera team experiencing a pit lane walkthrough prior to a race
start would not contemplate trailing cables along with them, the flexibility of
wire free links is essential. Second, the distances between the action and the
sound gallery can be huge. Any free area close to the pit lane is for the teams
and their myriad support services. The broadcasters’ technical
needs are very much pushed into the background.
Wisycom and Raycom worked hard to create a multifaceted
system for F1 that has been shown to cope with the tough
demands of the sport, while also improving on the broadcast
workflow. MTP40 belt packs and MTH400 handheld transmitters
are provided to presenters and their guests to enable clean reliable
audio to the adjacent sound engineer’s bag system containing
up to three MCR42 dual-channel true diversity receivers. Once
mixed the signal is then transmitted from the sound engineer’s
backpack once again using MPT40 transmitters and booster
amplifiers.
At this stage the transmission is still in effect based in the pit
lane and it now has to make its way back to the sound gallery,
sometimes up to 1.5km away. Limitations
on wire-free capability over such a distance
under so much competition from other RF
sources ruled out its use, a hard connection
had to be established. Signal loss in standard
RF cable becomes an issue after only
100m, even high performance expensive
cable is only good for 250m or so. This
kind of cable is also feared by broadcasters
on a worldwide tour as it is very heavy.
Weight is a major concern as the majority
of equipment
used builds up
more air miles
than the most
well-travelled
business exec
and runs up
an estimated
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cost for the season of more than £100 per kilo. It
is in this area that Wisycom and Raycom showed
a capacity to innovate by introducing the MFL RF
over fibre product.
Diversity antennas are located at various
locations, this ensures best RF performance
irrespective of the presentation team’s location.
Received signals are then converted from RF to an
optical signal by a laser within the MFL transmitter
and sent along flexible, lightweight, small diameter
fibre-optic cable for distances of up to 20km, well
within reach of even the most difficult circuit
layouts. The transmitted optical signal is then
converted back to RF within the sound gallery by
an MFL receiver that is connected to an MRK960
rackmount receiver for conversion back to audio.
The Wisycom MFL is thought to be the only
truly ‘plug and play’ RF over fibre solution
currently on the market. A number of features were
developed to overcome not just the distance issue
but also other problems suffered historically with
this clever but intricate technology. MFL uses realtime compensation for fibre loss. It is fairly likely
that at some point on its 1.5km journey the fibre
may be subject to a size 11 boot on a joint. Should
this happen the loss change will be automatically
corrected, with no need for a time-consuming
manual setup. Electronically tuned RF filters have
been included to protect rogue interference from
powerful signals on other frequencies. Rather
conveniently these filters can be remotely tuned
via IP from anywhere and this is much easier than
the previous requirement for an engineer with
complicated test equipment to visit each and every
location every time a frequency needs changing. In
addition, MFL’s CWDM low noise, wide dynamic
range lasers are protected by automatic failsafe
overload protection which activates in the presence
of signals that would cause other RF over fibre
systems to exhibit total signal loss. Finally MFL
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includes a clever optical combiner that allows up to
four channels of bi-directional RF, and an ethernet
feed over a single fibre connection. Even though
fibre is light, keeping it to a minimum is of great
importance to broadcasters, bearing in mind the
high shipping costs.
Now that Wisycom, Raycom, and a number
of major broadcasters have combined their
experience and knowledge to create a bespoke
package to meet the requirements of the very
demanding F1 environment, the door is open for
the implementation of this solution in a number
of other areas. F1 is not the only motorsport that
has seen the clear advantages, interest is already
growing from as far afield as the USA and Australia
as they both have a large national following of
their home grown motor formulas, such as Indy,
Nascar and V8 supercars. Broadcasters covering
some non-circuit based sporting events would also
certainly benefit. Professional tour golf continues
to receive huge interest from those happy to watch
rather than participate, reported viewing figures
in the US alone exceed 35 million in a season.
Similar problems to that faced at a race track will
inevitably be found on a golf course. And it’s not
only broadcasters that are likely to show interest in
this recently improved technology, the live sound
market could also consider RF over fibre in larger
stadia or the growing number of festivals.
Wireless systems have proved themselves to
be a valuable part of any broadcast production.
Acquiring the right product for the job is vital
as the RF spectrum becomes more crowded and
controlled. New processing methods have produced
even better audio quality and signal to noise ratios,
and battery life is really no longer an issue. Radio
technology is well established in the broadcast
industry and will continue to be so into the future
while it is supported by well-designed products
that embrace the latest advances in technology. n
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